APPLICATION for SOCIETY AND GENETICS MINOR

Due: Friday, October 15, 2021 at 3:00 PM (PT)

ONLY CLASS OF 2023 MAY APPLY DURING FALL 2021

Incoming transfer students and continuing Juniors from both B.A. and B.S. backgrounds are welcome to apply!

- Cumulative GPA of at least a 2.50 is required for application.
- Total of seven courses and minimum of 30 units required for completion of minor.
- At least 20 units for the SOC GEN minor program must not be shared with any other major or minor.
- Each minor course must be taken for a letter grade of “C-” or better.
- Applicants will be notified of decisions via email before Winter quarter enrollment begins.
- NOTE: If you have over 150 completed units or will exceed the unit max, you must receive approval from the College to add the minor. Students accepted to the SOC GEN minor must enroll in SOC GEN 102 for Spring 2022.

For further information about the minor, visit http://socgen.ucla.edu/academics/undergraduate/minor/

To complete your application, you must complete two items:

1) Fill out the 21F Society and Genetics Minor Application [Google Form]

2) A copy of your UCLA Degree Audit Report (access via MyUCLA)

Name (Last, First)

University ID

Email

Major (s)

Number of courses remaining in major (s) (including pre-major courses) after Fall 2021

Degree Expected Term

Cumulative GPA

Incoming transfers without UCLA GPA can write “Transfer” for cumulative GPA

Personal Statement Prompt:
Please explain why you would like to pursue the Society and Genetics minor. What is it about this minor that appeals to you intellectually?

Response (textbox limit= 1500 characters w/ spaces or ~200 words):